
MB12 Pivot

Installation Guide

The wall plugs supplied with the installation kit are for use in solid walls.
Hollow or ‘stud partition’ walls will require alternative fixings. Please consult
a hardware supplier for the correct type. It may also be necessary to consult
your tiling supplier about the correct method for drilling your tiles.
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FIG 4

  

4. Plumb the wall profiles SP0L909C using the vertical
element of the spirit level. Mark 3 holes, drill with 6mm 
masonry bit and fit wall plugs SP0B08070. Using the 3 
Screw A2403001, fix wall profiles to wall. Fig 4. 

NOTE: Only silicone the wall profile after fixing to the wall
 (see sealing section). Do not silicone on the back of the 
wall profile before fixing to the wall.

3. Position the wall profile SP0L909C so the
 seal on the moving panel sits on the inside 
edge of the bath. Fig 3.

FIG 3

INSIDE

1. The screen is reversible for fitting to a wall on the right or left. The screen is set up for Left hand use. If you need to reverse it, unscrew one of the
 brackets and remove the moving panel A Fig 1. 
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NOTE: Ensure the upright seal is on the inside. Fig 2.

2. Turn the hinge post upside down, reinsert the moving panel (do not turn panel upside down). Reattach the bracket.  Fig 1. The screen can then 
be fitted on the Right hand Side of the Bath. Ensure the upright seal  is on the inside. Fig 2.



5.Silicone the bottom of the pivot part.
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6.Insert the screen into the wall profile. Ensure the bottom seal 
on the moving panel A is parallel to the top surface of the bath.

7.Insert the bottom seal into the Frame, So it
sits against the bottom bracket. Ensure the fin
on the bottom seal is to the inside. FIG7.
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Inside

8.

FIG 8

Drill 3 holes through the wall profile and fixed panel using a 
3mmsteel drill bit. Using the Screws A2401201, screw cover 
caps SP0A308 and screw cover caps clips SP0A309, fix the hinge
 upright to the wall profile in 3 places. Fig 6.
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